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Stated
Objectives:
TEK # and SE

C.5  Science concepts. The student understands the historical development of the Periodic Table
and can apply its predictive power. The student is expected to:
C.5C  Use the Periodic Table to identify and explain periodic trends, including atomic and ionic
radii, electronegativity, and ionization energy.
Readiness Standard
C.6  Science concepts. The student knows and understands the historical development of atomic
theory. The student is expected to:
C.6E  Express the arrangement of electrons in atoms through electron configurations and Lewis
valence electron dot structures.
Readiness Standard
C.7  Science concepts. The student knows how atoms form ionic, metallic, and covalent bonds.
The student is expected to:
C.7C  Construct electron dot formulas to illustrate ionic and covalent bonds.
Readiness Standard
C.7D  Describe the nature of metallic bonding and apply the theory to explain metallic properties
such as thermal and electrical conductivity, malleability, and ductility.
Supporting Standard
C.7E  Predict molecular structure for molecules with linear, trigonal planar, or tetrahedral electron
pair geometries using Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) theory.
Supporting Standard
Scientific Process TEKS
C.1  Scientific processes. The student, for at least 40% of instructional time, conducts laboratory
and field investigations using safe, environmentally appropriate, and ethical practices. The student
is expected to:
C.1A  Demonstrate safe practices during laboratory and field investigations, including the
appropriate use of safety showers, eyewash fountains, safety goggles, and fire extinguishers.
C.1B Know specific hazards of chemical substances such as flammability, corrosiveness, and
radioactivity as summarized on the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS).
C.1C Demonstrate an understanding of the use and conservation of resources and the proper
disposal or recycling of materials.
C.2  Scientific processes. The student uses scientific methods to solve investigative questions.
The student is expected to:
C.2E  Plan and implement investigative procedures, including asking questions, formulating
testable hypotheses, and selecting equipment and technology, including ,graphing calculators
computers and probes, sufficient scientific glassware such as beakers, Erlenmeyer flasks,
pipettes, graduated cylinders, volumetric flasks, safety goggles, and burettes, electronic balances,
and an adequate supply of consumable chemicals.
C.2F  Collect data and make measurements with accuracy and precision.
C.2H  Organize, analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and predict trends from data.
C.2I  Communicate valid conclusions supported by the data through methods such as lab reports,
labeled drawings, graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and technology-based reports.
C.3  Scientific processes. The student uses critical thinking, scientific reasoning, and problem
solving to make informed decisions within and outside the classroom. The student is expected to:
C.3F Research and describe the history of chemistry and contributions of scientists.

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity



Key
Understandings

● Arrangement of the electrons in atoms can be shown using electron configurations and
Lewis dot structures.

—  How can the electron configuration and Lewis dot structure for an atom be represented?
● The type of bond that can be produced between two elements can be predicted by the

element’s position on the Periodic Table.
—  Which properties of elements and periodic trends can be used to predict the type of bond that
can be made between two elements?

● The VSEPR theory can be used to identify a molecule’s geometric shape.
—  How can the VSEPR theory be applied to predict shapes of molecules?

● The geometric shape of a molecule can be used to determine polarity.
—  How is polarity related to the geometric shape of a molecule?

● Metallic elements have unique properties as a result of metallic bonding.
—  How does metallic bonding create the unique properties of metals?

Misconceptions None identified

Key Vocabulary valence electrons, oxidation number, ion, electronegativity, ionization energy, electron affinity,
energy levels, electron orbitals, electron configuration, orbital diagrams, Lewis dot structures,
covalent bond, ionic bond, metallic bond, polar, non-polar, VSEPR theory, molecular geometry

Suggested Day
5E Model

Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources,
Notes

Day 1 Objective:
Explain how to name and write ionic bonds.

● Recall from the previous day the list of ionic bonding naming
rules.

● Continue discussion as to why the subscript numbers are there.
o Remind students that valence electrons are what’s being

bonded and the octet rule.
● Explain oxidation numbers and the crisscross rule for writing the

formula for ionic bonds.
● Rules for transition metals and polyatomic ions.

Closing:
Write the name of an ionic compound.

● Powerpoint and
Notes

Day 2 Objective:
Explain how to write ionic bonds.

● Recall from the previous day the list of ionic bonding naming
rules.

● Continue discussion as to why the subscript numbers are there.
o Remind students that valence electrons are what’s being

bonded and the octet rule.
● Explain oxidation numbers and the crisscross rule for writing the

formula for ionic bonds.
● Rules for transition metals and polyatomic ions.

Closing:
Write the formula of an ionic compound.

● Powerpoint from
Day 1

Day 3 Objective:
Explain how to draw polyatomic ions.

● Powerpoint from
Day 1

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1azQscPQzxinfSN5ou6Y95xvs6pbX1m1AecZRojsU4vQ/edit#slide=id.p10
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yS8WZfQqOY4wlYBQpENDMYwIuQFby4KxFbbYkpS14Ks/edit


● Polyatomic ions are just ionically bonded and has a charge.

Closing:
Draw the Lewis Dot structure for a polyatomic ion.

Day 4 Objective:
Explain how to draw an ionic bond.

Engage/Explore
● Recall from previous lessons ionic bonds and valence electrons
● Bonded elements must fulfill the octet rule

Explain
● Drawing Ionic bonds notes and activity/practice
● Total number of electrons drawn is the sum of the valence

electrons
Elaborate

● Use the last page of the ionic bond puzzle pieces to complete
ionic bonding activity

● Complete the first 2 problems as a class so students understand
how to complete the activity

● Remind students that metals generally give electrons and
nonmetals generally gain electrons

Closing:
Draw the ionic bond between 2 elements.

● Powerpoint
● Ionic Bonding

Activity
● Ionic Bond Puzzle

Pieces (the first
Al ion says
Boron. Before
laminating
change to
Aluminum)

Day 5 Objective:
Explain metallic bonds.

● Plan an engaging lesson for students and parents.

Closing:
Write as summary of metallic bonding.

Gold Penny Lab

● Powerpoint
● Ionic Bonding

Activity
● Ionic Bond Puzzle

Pieces (the first
Al ion says
Boron. Before
laminating
change to
Aluminum)

Accommodations
for Special
Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gevJq-hqPmeaXIu2gxFU5Zc-HH2R7CxuM8biHQCjggg/edit#slide=id.p80
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eQm1vQoMzLjiiR8uDPenmH77UOz_aZD_UcvIRjRQWS8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eQm1vQoMzLjiiR8uDPenmH77UOz_aZD_UcvIRjRQWS8/edit
https://chemistrycats.wikispaces.com/file/view/Ionic+Bonding+Puzzle.pdf
https://chemistrycats.wikispaces.com/file/view/Ionic+Bonding+Puzzle.pdf
https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/BqptjfsIORnvL7DMkuonq3RPXj6S3JWPl2rAL4kvcvBJZUOa.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gevJq-hqPmeaXIu2gxFU5Zc-HH2R7CxuM8biHQCjggg/edit#slide=id.p80
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eQm1vQoMzLjiiR8uDPenmH77UOz_aZD_UcvIRjRQWS8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eQm1vQoMzLjiiR8uDPenmH77UOz_aZD_UcvIRjRQWS8/edit
https://chemistrycats.wikispaces.com/file/view/Ionic+Bonding+Puzzle.pdf
https://chemistrycats.wikispaces.com/file/view/Ionic+Bonding+Puzzle.pdf

